
nzPray2Day usage tips 

the nzpray2day application (called “app” from here onwards) consists of a home screen and 

four main app sections. These are: Liturgical calendar, Daily reflection, Aotearoa Catholic and 

My Journal. 

Most of the functions and choices that are available on the various screens of the app present 

itself in an intuitive way to the user. Below tips might, however, make finding you way through 

the app slightly easier and/or faster. 

Navigating through the screens 

 From the home screen each of the sections can be selected directly by tapping the section 

button under the app logo; 

 Except for the home screen, all other screens have a menu icon in the top right corner; 

Tapping this menu button present menu list from where it is possible to navigate to the 

main sections; 

 Tapping most of the bottom icons will navigate to a new screen depending on the 

function of the icon (e.g. the “month” icon of the liturgical calendar moves to the 

“month” screen of this section); 

 When in week- or month-view of the liturgical calendar, moving to a specific day-view can 

be easily achieved by tapping that specific day field in the calendar; 

 In the month-view of the liturgical calendar, moving to the previous or next month can be 

easily achieved by swiping the month header to the left or right; 

 Swiping the date header in the Daily Reflection section will move to the Day-View of the 

Liturgical Calendar for that specific day and vice versa. Please note that it is not possible 

to move to a Daily Reflection date in the future from anywhere in the app. Trying this will 

result in today’s date to be displayed. 

Scrollable body of the screen 

The basic layout of a screen consists of a header, body (middle part) and, where applicable, a 

bottom button bar. If the information in the body of a screen is too large to be displayed within 

the space available, the body can be scrolled up or down by swiping in the up or down 

direction. 

Lowering the software keyboard 

On most devices a software keyboard is use for proving input to the app. In the My Journal 

section this keyboard can be lowered by swiping down in the specific field for which input is 

provided. For the filter input field in the Daily Reflection list the keyboard will lower 

automatically when an item from the list is selected or when the list is scrolled. 


